Laws Are Creating Immigration Issue
Imagine you have an antique car in your back yard behind a privacy fence. A neighbor
climbs your fence, sees the car, and decides something must be done about it. How he
decided your property is his concern is a mystery. Clearly, he’s a bad neighbor who doesn’t
mind his own business.
Then it gets worse. He doesn’t ask about the car, oﬀer to buy it or to help you get it
running. Instead, he hires the local crime boss to force you to build a shed for the car, paint
it pink, give it square wheels, and pay an annual ransom for the privilege of owning it. Or
else it will be taken from you and you’ll be punished.
This is how government solves problems. Very often these problems shouldn’t even be
government’s business, even if it’s possible to apply a law or two to the situation.
If you are waiting for government to solve a problem you are wasting time.
If you imagine problems where none exist, you are the problem.
This is why most political discussion is, at best, misguided.
People debate how government should address health care when government shouldn’t be
involved in health care at all. Don’t insist government come up with a health care plan,
demand it gets out of the way.
Easily manipulated people panic over “climate change.” Even if it’s a net negative and your
fault, don’t ask government to make up laws to violate your life, liberty, and property to
ﬁght it. It’s not government’s business. Don’t soil your own nest with pollution or laws.
People argue over immigration, border walls, and sanctuary cities when the Constitution
doesn’t allow the federal government to keep people out of the country. Yes, it outlines
steps for people already here to become citizens and regulates the importation of slaves,
but those are not what people argue about.
Government laws create the immigration issue. Don’t look to government and its laws to
address immigration; insist government stop criminalizing private property rights, the right
to self-defense, and the right of association.
Everyone has the right to associate with — or avoid — anyone for any reason. Laws that
force people together or apart are the problem.
Anything you ask government to address gives government more power. Government
employees feed on this power like vampires feed on arterial blood. You won’t solve a

problem — real or imagined — by involving those who use problems as an excuse to gain
power.

